
SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS 
The polyptych has been studied with multispectral in-
vestigations utilising the technique of digital radiography 

-

these techniques allowed the opportunity to study the 
painting in sequence from the deepest layers to those 

WOODEN SUPPORT
Study of the wooden sup-
port of a work is funda-
mental for knowledge of 
technical execution, as 
well as its state of con-
servation, and here it was 
carried out through RX 

-
ist seems to have respected the preparatory drawing; 
there are not, in fact, volumetric movements and, or, 

polyptych is made of nine wood panels of varying di-

Today, some of these do not perform their function any 
more, as they are broken, to the point of being held to-

-
ence of canvas (camottatura) is evident upon almost the 

PICTORIAL SURFACE
-

and 3) the first layers of 
colour can be studied, 
in particular the organ-
ic substances that re-
spond to the phenom-
enon of fluorescence in 

is present, in correspon-
dence with the areas of 
red colour tones, typi-
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MADONNA AND CHILD WITH THE SAINTS ONUPHRIUS, 
NICHOLAS OF BARI, BARTHOLOMEW AND JOHN THE 
EVANGELIST, by Giovanni Bonsi (doc. 1366-1371)

cal of organic colorants 

the painting skin through 
-

4), gave clearer indica-
tion of the state of con-

The blue colours appear-
-

from smaltino
the dress of St Bartholomew, which show up as dark 
in colour, are made up of copper and, or, iron based 

the preparation layer,  from pigments of a lead base 
-

sidering the metamer-

of the dresses of Saints 
John and Nicholas, the 
additional presence of in-
digo cannot be ruled out;  

be present in the blue 

robe of St Bartholomew (dots which have a metamer-

to have the presence of silver in addition to lead- (white 
lead) and iron- (ochre) based components, and cobalt 

the preparatory drawing of the artist is clearly visi-

the throne, the geometric underdrawing aiming at its 


